
With a falsetto that’s undeniably recognizable, R&B crooner Kyle Dion has been
carving out a lane for himself over the last few years, harnessing a sound that is
equal parts retro and modern, all leading up to the release of his debut, full-
length album ‘SUGA,’ released March 2019. That same year, Kyle Dion built on
the momentum of the great success of his debut album embarking on his sold-
out, first-ever headlining tours across the US and Europe.

The proudly independent artist possesses a soul from another era and creates a
sound refreshing to any generation. Kyle’s transition from SoundCloud to stage
was effortless, proving out on stages across the country on tour with the likes of
PartyNextDoor, Ella Mai, Xavier Omar, BJ The Chicago Kid, Khalid and more.
Dion’s timelessness showcases his dazzling falsetto, with each single coupled
with heavy influences from the ‘90s and ‘00s.

This summer, Kyle steps into a brand-new era with the delivery of his first two
singles since his ‘SUGA (Deluxe)’ album release in Feb 2020, “That Don’t Mean
A Thing” and “Stressed Out”. The new music see Dion shedding some of his
melancholy in favor of more upbeat funk tunes.
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“The vocals. The vocals. And can I just say, the damn VOCALS. Kyle Dion needs to let people pay him to 
seduce their crushes on Cameo.— FADER

“Meet Kyle Dion, the Best Singer in LA. The singer hits an effortless and arresting falsetto that will leave you 
speechless. His chipper personality will have you falling in love with him all over again.” — DJ BOOTH

“Dion’s smooth falsetto is indeed capable of brightening even the greyest of days. SUGA’s impeccable 
musicianship encapsulates Dion’s versatility and his maturation as an artist.— TMRW MAGAZINE

“There is no denying that Kyle Dion has soul. It is done in a way that is effortlessly cool and flows as if it is 
second nature…It is soul from a brand-new visionary.” — LINE OF BEST FIT

“Kyle Dion is just one of my many, many good recommendations..” — NPR
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https://kyledion.ffm.to/tdmat
https://bit.ly/2PxAWkb
https://kyledion.ffm.to/sugadeluxe
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yeWgzD7bg_U

